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Abstract—With the development of deep generative models,
recent years have seen great success of Chinese landscape paint-
ing generation. However, few works focus on controllable Chinese
landscape painting generation due to the lack of data and limited
modeling capabilities. In this work, we propose a controllable
Chinese landscape painting generation method named CCLAP,
which can generate painting with specific content and style based
on Latent Diffusion Model. Specifically, it consists of two cas-
caded modules, i.e., content generator and style aggregator. The
content generator module guarantees the content of generated
paintings specific to the input text. While the style aggregator
module is to generate paintings of a style corresponding to a
reference image. Moreover, a new dataset of Chinese landscape
paintings named CLAP is collected for comprehensive evaluation.
Both the qualitative and quantitative results demonstrate that
our method achieves state-of-the-art performance, especially in
artfully-composed and artistic conception. Codes are available at
https://github.com/Robin-WZQ/CCLAP.

Index Terms—chinese landscape painting creation, latent dif-
fusion model, controllable image synthesis

I. INTRODUCTION

Chinese landscape painting is a widespread and time-
honored oriental art form where artists use a brush and
ink to depict the landscape. With the development of deep
generative models, it becomes possible that computers can
automatically generate Chinese landscape paintings. Recently,
many efforts have been devoted to the Chinese landscape
painting generation, where we can generally categorize them
into three groups, i.e., noise-to-painting [1]–[3], image-to-
painting [4]–[6], and text-to-painting [7].

Noise-to-painting is an unconditional generative task where
the model generates paintings seeded from latent space. One
of the representative methods is Sketch-And-Paint GAN (SAP-
GAN) [1], which successively generates contours and colors to
create paintings. To further improve the painting quality, Luo
et al. [2] propose a powerful creation system, which includes
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generating, resizing, and super-resolution, to generate high-
resolution and arbitrary-sized paintings. However, although
these methods can generate lifelike Chinese landscape paint-
ings, models cannot generate paintings with specific content,
which is a vital desideratum to real-world applications. In
order to generate paintings with the desired content, some
approaches regard the Chinese landscape painting generation
as an image-to-painting translation, which takes photos [5],
[8] or user-defined contours [4], [6] as input. However, all
these methods highly rely on the quality of the given reference
picture. Besides, text-to-painting is another way to fine-grained
control over the generated paintings, where models can syn-
thesize paintings from text prompts. Polaca [7] takes poetry
as input and outputs the landscape painting image based on
the content of corresponding poetry. Although all the above
methods can generate paintings of specific content under user
control to some extent, few of them can control the painting
to be a given painting style.

It is noticeable that almost all existing works are based
on Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [9]. However,
GANs are difficult to train since they always suffer from model
collapse and training instabilities [10], leading to unreason-
able results for painting generation. Recent works [11], [12]
have demonstrated that Diffusion Models (DMs) can get a
better generation speaking of diversity, fidelity, and ability of
controllable image generation. Thus, it is worth finding out
the effectiveness of diffusion models in the Chinese landscape
painting generation.

In this work, we propose a method for Controllable Chi-
nese LAndscape Painting generation (CCLAP) to overcome
the abovementioned limitations. As shown in Fig.1, our
method consists of two cascaded modules, i.e., content genera-
tor and style aggregator. The generator module generates paint-
ings guided by input texts, which is based on Latent Diffusion
Model (LDM) [12]. Inspired by PAMA [13], the style aggrega-
tor is designed to generate a specific painting’s style indicated
by the reference image. Through these steps, users can get
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certain landscape paintings in terms of a specific content and
style, resulting in a controllable Chinese landscape painting
generation. Moreover, since there are no public datasets with
both the Chinese landscape painting and the corresponding
text, we conduct a text-to-painting dataset CLAP, consisting
of 3560 images and the corresponding text descriptions. Both
the quantitative and qualitative results on CLAP demonstrate
that our CCLAP achieves state-of-the-art performance.

In summary, we can conclude the main contributions of our
method in three aspects.
• We propose CCLAP for the controllable Chinese land-

scape painting generation based on the Latent Diffusion
Model. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first work
for generating landscape paintings according to specific
contents and styles.

• Our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art methods in
terms of both artfully-composed, artistic conception and
Turing test. Results show that the proportion of paintings
generated by our model perceived as human creation
reaches 61.7%.

• We built a new dataset named CLAP for text-conditional
Chinese landscape generation, which may provide a good
benchmark for future research in controllable Chinese
landscape generation.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we review recent works on Chinese land-
scape painting generation and diffusion model, which are
highly related to our approach.

Chinese Landscape Painting Generation. Based on the
form of input, we can divide all previous works into three
categories, i.e., noise-to-painting, image-to-painting, and text-
to-painting. For the first type, paintings are generated by
taking random noise as input. Xue [1] proposes SAPGAN,
which consists of Sketch-GAN for contour generation and
Paint-GAN for contour-based coloring. To reinforce its ability,
Luo et al. [2] propose an automated system where they use
StyleGan2 [14] as generation module and ESRGAN [15]
to generate high-resolution and arbitrary-sized paintings. Al-
though their results are lifelike enough, the above models
lack the ability to fine-grained control over the generated
paintings, limiting their application scope since all paintings
are randomly generated.

Another typical approach treats the Chinese landscape paint-
ing generation as an image-to-painting translation problem,
which takes images like photographs or sketches as inputs. Li
et al. [16] propose a style transfer model based on MXDoG
operators, but it only captures style information and ignores
details. To enrich the local details of the generated painting,
Wang et al. [17] propose a wavelet transfer model based on
the attention mechanism, which can simultaneously model the
high-level and low-level information of the paintings. Unlike
these two works that paintings are transferred from the photo,
Zhou et al. [4] propose a CycleGAN-based model that can
color the picture in landscape painting style according to the

Fig. 1. The overview of our CCLAP, which consists of two key parts. 1) A
Content Generator C based on latent diffusion model controls the content of
the generated painting guided by text prompts x. The forward and denoising
processes are carried out in the latent space, denoting as an encoder E and
a decoder D, respectively. 2) A Style Aggregator S controls the style of the
generated painting indicated by image reference, where paintings are encoded
and decoded throughM and N , respectively. The content manifold is aligned
with the style manifold through three attentional manifold alignment (AMA)
blocks step by step.

sketch provided by the user. However, all these methods highly
rely on the quality of input photos or sketches, which leads
to a massive gap between the generated painting and the real
painting.

The most relevant work to our method is Polaca [7], which
is the first text-to-painting approach in generating Chinese
landscape paintings. It is a GAN-based model to generate
paintings guided by poetry. Although Polaca can generate
paintings of the content specific to the poetry, the painting
style is still randomly generated, which is hard be controlled
by users. Besides, all the existing Chinese landscape painting
generation methods are based on GANs, which are hard to
train and suffer from model collapse. To stabilize the training
process, many methods have been proposed, including the use
of carefully designed network structures [18] or better loss
functions [19], but it still leaves a long way to go.

Diffusion Model. Diffusion models are probabilistic deep
generative models which showcase impressive generative ca-
pabilities in fidelity and diversity of the generated samples.
The typical diffusion model [11] has two stages: a forward
stage to add Gaussian noise to input data over several steps
and a backward step to recover the original input data from
the diffused data.

To date, diffusion models have been widely used in genera-
tive modeling tasks [12], [20], among which the most closely
related task to our method is conditional image synthesis,
i.e., text-to-image. Ramesh et al. propose unCLIP (DALLE-2)
[20], where a prior model can generate a CLIP-based image
embedding based on text conditions, and a diffusion-based
decoder can generate images based on the image embedding



conditions. To reduce the computational resources for the
training diffusion model, Rombach et al. introduce Latent
Diffusion Model (LDM) [12], which changes the processing
object of diffusion process from image space to latent space. It
has superior performance in terms of computation cost and in-
ference speed while maintaining high image synthesis quality.
Inspired by them, we design a controllable Chinese landscape
generation model based on LDM, which can generate paintings
of specific content and style to user inputs.

III. DATASET

There is yet to be a dataset available for text-guided Chinese
landscape painting generation. Thus, we collect a new dataset
called CLAP which consists of 3560 paintings of various
painting styles with the corresponding text description, to
further push the frontier of controllable Chinese landscape
painting generation.

Collection. We collect 3560 traditional Chinese landscape
paintings from search engines and electronic museums. To
guarantee the quality of our dataset, we manually filter out
non-landscape artworks and discard low-resolution or unclear
paintings.

Preprocessing. Fig.2. shows the preprocessing steps. We
follow a similar operation described in [1], where the short
side is first scaled to 512 pixels while maintaining the aspect
ratio. Then, for paintings with an aspect ratio lower than 1.5,
we center-crop them to 512×512 pixels. For others, we use
the sliding window to cut into 512×512 pixels with a stepsize
of 256 pixels.

Cleaning. We find that most artists prefer to write poems
in their works. If we use landscape paintings with ancient
poems to train the generative model, the model may generate
unreadable results. Thus, it is necessary to remove poems
from the original painting. Here we follow a similar method
introduced in [2], which processes these paintings in a coarse-
to-fine manner. Specifically, we first adapt a pre-trained text
detection model [21] to find the poem area. Then, we use the
fast marching method [22] for image inpainting.

Text-image Pair Generation. In order to generate Chinese
landscape paintings specific to the input texts, we need to
obtain the text-image pairs for the whole dataset. Here, instead
of manually writing out all captions, we automatically achieve
the text descriptions by BLIP [23], a state-of-art model for im-
age captioning. To emphasize Chinese landscape painting, we
replace “oriental painting” or “drawing” and other synonyms
with ‘Chinese landscape painting” in each text.

IV. APPROACH

A. Overview

We propose CCLAP for controllable Chinese landscape
painting generation, which consists of two key parts, i.e.
Content Generator C and Style Aggregator S. The overview
of our method is shown in Fig.1. Given an input text x
and a reference style painting IStyle, our method try to

Fig. 2. An example of a painting’s processing steps. A painting of any size is
split into multiple paintings with 512×512 resolution and the corresponding
text description.

generate paintings IOutput = S(C(x, IStyle)), which can be
decomposed into following cascaded objectives:

IContent := C(τθ(x)) (1)

IOutput := S(IContent, IStyle) (2)

Where τθ is the model that maps text description to an
intermediate representation.

B. Content Generator

Latent Diffusion Model (LDM) [12] is a recent work which
carries out the diffusion process on the low-dimensional latent
space. Thanks to the general latent space, it has cheaper
training computation cost, and faster inference speed, while
maintaining high image synthesis quality.

Inspired by LDM, we conduct a content generator C for
text guided painting generation, including an encoder E , a
decoder D. Specifically, an image I ∈ RH×W×3 is mapped
to a latent vector z = E(I) through encoder E , and
samples from p(z) can be decoded to an image through
D, giving IContent = D(z). Then, given input text x ,
a domain specific encoder τθ projects x into an interme-
diate representation τθ(x), which is further fed to the in-
termediate layers of the UNet via a cross-attention layer
implementing Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax(QK

T

√
d

)·V , with

Q = W
(i)
Q φi(zt),K = W

(i)
K τθ(x), V = W

(i)
V τθ(x). Here,

φi(zt) is a intermediate representation of a denoising UNet
εθ(zt, t, τθ(x)), t = 1 . . . T , and WQ,WK ,WV are learnable
parameters. The corresponding objective can be described as

LC := EE(I),x,ε∼N(0,1),t[||ε− εθ(zt, t, τθ(x))||22] (3)

where t is uniformly sampled from 1, ..., T and ε follows the
standard normal distribution.

C. Style Aggregator

In order to control the style of the generated paintings, we
infuse the user-given style into the paintings generated by the
Content Generator. Here, we utilize PAMA [13], a state-of-art
arbitrary style transfer method, to construct style aggregator S.
To be specific, it gradually aligns content manifolds with style
manifolds through an attention mechanism to ensure consistent
stylization between semantic regions. Compared with other
models, PAMA can better maintain consistency of semantic



Fig. 3. Qualitative Comparison between Chinese landscape paintings gener-
ated by (a) Human, (b) StyleGAN2, (c) SAPGAN, (d) DDPM, and (e) Ours.
Specifically, the input text of our model is “a Chinese landscape painting”.

regions, which allows the style of the reference painting to be
maintained in the stylized painting.

Given a generated painting IContent and a reference paint-
ing IStyle, a pre-trained VGG19 network M encodes them
into features FContent and FStyle, respectively. Then, through
three attentional manifold alignment (AMA) block, content
feature FContent will be gradually integrated with style infor-
mation FStyle and then be decoded to stylized painting IOutput
through N whose structure is symmetric to the encoder M.
The loss function can be summarized as:

LS =
∑
i=1

(λissLss + λirLr + λimLm + λihLh) + Lrec (4)

Where Lss is the content loss for content preserving, Lr, Lm,
and Lh are the style losses for maintaining the certain style
and Lrec refers to the image reconstruction loss, i denotes the
i-th AMA and λix are the weight for Lx.

V. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we firstly introduce the implementation
details of our method. Then we compare our CCLAP with
the state-of-the-art methods in both qualitative and quantitative
evaluation. Finally, we give more visualization results of our
method for controllable Chinese landscape painting genera-
tion.

A. Implementation Details

We fine-tune our Content Generator, beginning with the
model trained on LAION-5B [24], and run training for around
35 epochs with a batch size of 4 on our proposed CLAP
dataset. We fine-tune the Style Aggregator on our proposed
dataset, which is initialized by a pre-trained model trained on
WikiArt [25] and MS-COCO [26]. We run training with a
batch size of 4 for 60000 iterations. The weights λ1ss, λ

2
ss, λ

3
ss

are set to 12, 9, 7, respectively, while λ1h, λ
2
h, λ

3
h are set to

0.25, 0.5, and 1, respectively. All the weights λir, λ
i
m of Lr

and Lm are set to 2.

For fair comparisons, we re-train DDPM [11], SAPGAN
[1], and StyleGAN2 [14] on the same dataset CLAP. It should
be noted that there is no public code for SAPGAN, thus we
reproduce it following the settings mentioned in the original
article [1].

B. Comparisons With State-of-the-arts

Since almost all existing methods can not conduct control-
lable Chinese landscape painting generation, we simplify our
CLAP to randomly generate paintings by taking “a Chinese
landscape painting” as input and then compare with current
the-state-of-arts methods.

1) Qualitative Evaluation: To verify the effectiveness of
our CCLAP, we compare our method with StyleGAN2 [14]
, SAPGAN [1], and DDPM [11] qualitatively. As shown in
Fig.3, SAPGAN [1] decomposes the generation into two steps,
where the first stage produces an outline without semantic
details. Thus, it tends to neglect the local details, such as
trees and the texture of mountains as shown in the second and
third rows. StyleGAN2 [14] gets better results in generating
mountains as there are clear textures on the mountains. How-
ever, their artistic composition needs to be further improved.
For example, in the first and second rows, the drawings with
similar contents are full of the whole painting, which results
in lower fidelity. DDPM [11] can generate more elements in
the painting, e.g., clouds and trees. Our method outperforms
all these existing methods with better diversity, reflected in
the generated landscape paintings that contain richer and finer
details, as well as more varied artistic compositions, as shown
in the first and second rows.

2) Quantitative Evaluation: Furthermore, we resort to user
study to conduct quantitative evaluations. Specifically, we gen-
erate 100 paintings and randomly select 10 of them for each
method. Then all 50 paintings (including 10 human paintings)
are divided into ten groups randomly and then distributed to
users. For each group, users are asked the following question:

Q: Please choose your favorite painting in terms of artfully-
composed, artistic conception, and overall performance sepa-
rately.

We choose the above three evaluation metrics as they give
a comprehensive quantitative evaluation of paintings, from
low-level drawing elements to high-level intuitive feeling. We
recruit a total of 70 volunteers to participate the Test.

Results. Fig.5. shows users’ preference results of all meth-
ods. Our method gets the best results in all three metrics
compared with other generative models. Although our method
achieves promising results, it is still much worse than humans.
Both the artfully-composed and artistic conception should
be further improved, which will be explored in the future
by explicitly inducing human painting knowledge into model
design.

Furthermore, we make a simplified Turing Test by asking
volunteers to judge if the painting is made by human beings.



Fig. 4. Samples of our controllable generation paintings. The first row displays the style reference painting, while the red texts correspond to the semantic
information of generated paintings.

Fig. 5. User preference result of all methods. The higher, the better.

Fig. 6. Result on Visual Turing Test, asking participants to judge if an artwork
is made by a human or computer. The higher, the better.

The proportion p of “real paintings” is calculated by the
following equation.

p =
Nr

Nv ∗Ni
(5)

where Nr means the total number of paintings selected to be
real for each method by Nv volunteers. Ni denotes the number
of paintings generated by each method for the Test. In our
experiments, Nv=70, Ni=10. As shown in Fig.6, our paintings
are judged as human art with a proportion of 61.7%, which is
much higher than all other methods. Interestingly, only 69.6%
of human paintings are judged as real, demonstrating that our
method can generate promising results in terms of reality.

C. Controllable Painting Generation

Since our CCLAP is a controllable Chinese landscape
painting method that can generate the paintings specific to
the text input and the style indicated in the reference image,
we conduct experiments on generating paintings with different
texts or style reference images as input. As shown in Fig.4, 28
paintings are generated by taking four different texts and seven
distinct style reference images. CCLAP can well generate
buildings or bridges according to the input text descriptions.
Moreover, we choose representative styles as reference images
to generate different paintings, as shown in the row direction
of Fig.4. All these results demonstrate that our method can
conduct promising controllable Chinese landscape paintings
by taking texts or different styles reference images as inputs.

D. Some Failure Cases

Fig.7 shows some failure cases of our CCLAP. As seen,
our model can not well generate human beings at present. We
believe that there are two reasons behind. On the one hand,
the training data containing the keyword ”man” is relatively
small, accounting for less than 10%; On the other hand, the
sizes of human beings take up a small proportion in the whole



Fig. 7. Some failure cases of our CCLAP. Input: a Chinese landscape painting
of a man standing on top of a cliff.

landscape painting (usually less than 5%), which may be
neglected during generation. Possible solutions to this problem
could be to increase the paintings containing human beings
and design a special architecture with attention mechanism
for better perceiving and modeling human beings. We will
investigate these possibilities in the future.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes CCLAP to generate controllable Chi-
nese landscape paintings based on Latent Diffusion Model
by taking texts and different reference images as inputs.
Our method consists of two key modules, i.e., the content
generator and the style aggregator. The content generator can
achieve paintings of the specific content to the input text while
the style aggregator is conducted to generate various styles
of paintings specific to the reference image. Moreover, to
facilitate the experiments, we built a new dataset called CLAP
which consists of 3560 samples paired with the painting and
corresponding text descriptions. Extensive experiments show
that our CCLAP outperforms the state-of-the-art performance
in terms of both qualitative and quantitative comparisons.
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APPENDIX

A. More Results with a higher resolution

Here we give more results of our CCLAP with different texts as inputs. As seen, CCLAP can well generate high-quality
Chinese landscape painting under various conditions. It should be noted that the most important and common elements in
Chinese landscape paintings are landscapes, rivers, trees and buildings. Our method can generate diverse paintings in terms of
these elements specific to the input text.

Fig. 8. A Chinese landscape painting of a mountain landscape with trees

Fig. 9. A Chinese landscape painting of a building with trees in front of it

Fig. 10. A Chinese landscape painting of a landscape with mountains and a river



Fig. 11. A Chinese landscape painting of a landscape with mountains in the background

Fig. 12. A Chinese landscape painting of a mountain landscape with trees on it

Fig. 13. A Chinese landscape painting of a mountain scene with trees and a bridge
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